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SISTER CIRCLES
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Thank you for stepping into
feminine leadership and
consciously joining with other
soulful Sisters around the
world who are also awakening
to their own powerful
transformation during these
changing times on our planet.

Kate Reed

This guide is designed to help you

create nourishing Sister Circles that

will sustain and nurture all participants

through life’s triumphs and challenges.

 

The powerful ripple effect of your

Circle will echo through your lives in a

profoundly positive way.

 

I look forward to sharing my 20 years

of experience in running Women's

Circles in the following chapters. So let

us begin together Sisters...

 

Much love,

welcome
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Thank you so much for downloading
my book, ‘The Sister Circles: A Step-
by-Step Guide to Creating Your Own
Sacred Sister Circle’.
 
I have been facilitating Women's
Circles for over 20 years, and am
absolutely passionate about creating
spaces and opportunities for women
to come together in Sisterhood. This
book draws upon my personal
experience as a Circle facilitator, as
well as many years of study and
practice in the field of counselling,
psychotherapy and shamanic
practices.
 
Teaching other women how to hold
safe and sacred Circles both in-
person, and online, fulfills me in a
way that nothing else can. It is
without-a-doubt a large part of my
soul contract in this lifetime, and I
walk this path with gratitude and
reverence. 
 
 

The motivation to write this book
came immediately after the death of
two beautiful women who had been in
my life since childhood. Their deaths
highlighted to me the deep need we
all have to feel connected to a
community who can hold us tightly
when we are struggling and celebrate
with us when times are good.
 
It is an honour and a privilege to
gently and lovingly help women on
their way to finding more peace in
their hearts and more happiness in
their lives and I believe that Sister
Circles are a powerful source of
inspiration and support during this
process.
 
This step-by-step guide to holding a
Circle has been specifically designed
so that anyone can gather their
Sisters and create a safe and sacred
sharing Circle. 
 
It comes so naturally to us, we just
need to be reminded of how to get
back to this ancient practice.
 

I WELCOME YOU WITH OPEN
ARMS TO THE TRIBE OF
WOMEN WHO HAVE ALSO
FELT ACTIVATED BY ‘THE
CALL’ TO HOLD SACRED
SISTER CIRCLES IN THEIR
COMMUNITIES. I AM SO
HAPPY YOU ARE HERE.
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A little about my
journey...

Click Here for more info about me

https://www.thesistercircles.com/
https://www.thesistercircles.com/page/about
https://www.thesistercircles.com/page/about


01HEARING THE CALL OF THE
CIRCLE
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I firmly believe that connection and support through Circle is one of the most effective
ways we can navigate these times. Leading Sister Circles in your community is a
powerful way for you to make a positive and significant impact.
 
Women have been communing in Circles throughout the ages, sometimes openly, and
sometimes in secret, but always with the intention to bear loving witness to the lives
of our Sisters, offering support, strength and wisdom as we weave, and re-weave our
web of love, connection, and divine feminine energy. 
 
Sitting in a safe, loving and supportive Circle:
 
♥   Allows us the time and space to tune into our deep and wise knowing. 
♥   Creates a contained space to hear and be heard.
♥   Gives us permission to be vulnerable, raw and true. 
♥   Allows us the opportunity to give and to receive.
♥   Leads us to compassion and deep healing on a personal and collective level.

https://www.thesistercircles.com/


Throughout my time as a Facilitator of Sister Circles, I have been continually and
profoundly moved by the courage and raw vulnerability that women reveal when
they feel deeply seen and heard by their Sisters.  Each story that is shared,
resonates within each of us. Their story is our story. It may have different
characters and locations and timing, but the essence is the same. 
 
We all struggle with the same challenges of fear, overwhelm and not-enough-ness,
and we all have dreams and longings for freedom and peace and happiness in our
lives.
 
Deep healing and transformation can happen when a person is ‘seen’ and supported
with love by others, whilst they navigate life’s challenges.
 
Sister Circles are a place where we pause our everyday lives to:
 
♥   Journey inwards & connect with our deep feminine intuition 
♥   Share our wisdom through our own stories and experiences 
♥   Co-create a space of empowerment and transformation
♥   Heal the wounded feminine from systematic oppression
♥   Connect deeply with other women and share our unique medicine
 
This step-by-step guide offers a template for setting up your own powerful Sister
Circles with women who are willing to show up, be vulnerable, and receive the
support of their fellow Sisters whilst they journey into themselves. You will be
amazed and inspired by the magic that will happen!

'In another woman's
strength, may we see our
own. In another woman's
fear, may our own become
more acceptable.' 
 
Molly Remer
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RISING IN SISTERHOOD
 
 

DEAR SISTERS,
 

WITH SO MUCH GOING ON IN
THE WORLD 

THAT IS OF SUCH SERIOUS
CONSEQUENCE

TO THE POINT WHERE WE
FEEL OVERWHELMED, 

POWERLESS,  EXHAUSTED! 
IT IS  IMPORTANT TO

REMEMBER THAT WE ARE NOT ALONE 
WOMAN ALL OVER THE PLANET

ARE UNDERSTANDING THAT 
OUR VERY SURVIVAL IS

DEPENDENT ON US COMING TOGETHER,
TO RISE UP IN SISTERHOOD
TO HELP RESTORE BALANCE
TO CONNECT, TO WITNESS,

TO LOVE,  TO INTEGRATE,  TO ACTIVATE 
TO PUT DOWN OUR OLD

STORIES OF NOT BELONGING,
OF NOT BEING ENOUGH

TO RETURN TO THE TRIBE OF WOMEN
WHO SIT (AND STAND) WITH US IN LOVING WITNESS 

WHO UNDERSTAND THAT WE
ARE ALL WORKING OUR WAY BACK 

TO THE KNOWING THAT WE
ARE ALREADY ENOUGH
THAT WE DO NOT NEED

SOMEONE ELSE TO HEAL US,  OR ‘FIX ’  US,  OR VALIDATE US
THAT WE CARRY THE COURAGE

OF OUR ANCESTORS IN OUR WOMBS
THE WISDOM OF MOTHER

EARTH IN OUR BONES,
AND THE LOVE OF THE

UNIVERSE IN OUR HEARTS.
 

IT IS  TIME

 



02CIRCLE LEADERSHIP
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HOLDING SPACE

Women who facilitate Sister Circles are weavers.
 
We call to the women in our community - sending out a drumbeat that rises
from the heart of Mother Earth. The call of the Great Mother, asking us to put
down our armour, to come together in Circle and deeply acknowledge the
feelings of separation and shame and betrayal that echo through the hearts of
ALL women. 
 

‘Out beyond the ideas of right-doing and wrong-doing 
there is a field I will meet you there’. Rumi

 
We are being called to meet ourselves and each other on that field, with
trembling knees and courage in our hearts. To tend to those parts of ourselves
that are fractured and to find our voice and rise collectively in feminine energy.

https://www.thesistercircles.com/


Genuine warmth, caring, and empathy
Able to tune into the emotional landscape of the group
Is able to retain the balance between process (masculine) and emotional
maintenance (feminine)
Is respectful and kind to all participants
Builds a safe environment where deep sharing can occur
Attends to the group as a whole while staying in touch with self
Will intervene when necessary to attend to group dynamics
Encourages co-creation and participation
Has good emotional boundaries

To be a weaver is a calling in itself. It requires us to walk into the dark valley of our
wounds so we can be the lantern holders for others. It requires us to know ourselves.  
It requires us to be soft AND strong. It requires us to deeply understand that it is a
privilege to walk this path, even on the days where we are challenged beyond what
we think we can manage.
 
It requires humility and grace and a capacity to hold a space of unconditional love for
the other women in Circle that is so needed on our planet at this time.
 
Daunted? Don’t be beautiful Sister, because becoming a sacred space holder opens
the doorway to a magical existence of love, divine grace and connection to the pure
feminine energy that is our birthright, and there is nothing better than that!
 
It is our role is to help build connection and trust within our Circles.
 
What qualities does a good Facilitator have?
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C L I C K  H E R E  F O R  M O R E

Additional training in Level 1 will cover:
Managing Group Dynamics and Difficult Situations
Understanding Shadow and Healing our Wounded Lineages
Circle Facilitation through a Trauama-Informed Lense
Energetic Hygiene and Creating Safe Space
Running Circles as a Business
Supporting Yourself as a Facilitator to avoid Burnout
Co-Facilitation
Rituals to enhance connection to Self and Each Other
Planning Full Day Workshops

 
If you are feeling called to dive deeper into Sister Circles, I warmly invite you to look
into the Facilitator Training options at www.thesistercircles.com
 

 
And much more...

https://www.thesistercircles.com/
https://www.thesistercircles.com/page/facilitator-training-general

